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Thrustmaster 4060203 gaming controller accessory Paddle
replacement kit

Brand : Thrustmaster Product code: 4060203

Product name : 4060203

Thrustmaster T-Chrono Paddles, Push-Pull Paddle Shifters, Replica Positioning, Switches with Silver
Contacts, PC, PS4, PS5, Xbox One and Xbox Series X|S, Licensed by Ferrari

Thrustmaster 4060203 gaming controller accessory Paddle replacement kit:

The Thrustmaster Formula Wheel Add-On Ferrari SF1000 Edition (sold separately) is an incredibly
versatile wheel, thanks to the ability to swap out its paddle shifters.
For even smoother gear shifting (bounce time of less than 5 milliseconds), the T-Chrono Paddles paddle
shifters are a great alternative providing a different feeling that could help some drivers to shave
valuable milliseconds off lap times.
The transmission made possible by these additional paddle shifters — featuring switches with gold-
plated silver contacts — results in even lower contact resistance, for a completely unrivaled, super-
responsive gear-shifting feel.
The Thrustmaster T-Chrono Paddles paddle shifters are designed for use with the Thrustmaster Formula
Wheel Add-On Ferrari SF1000 Edition wheel.

Features

Product type * Paddle replacement kit
Product colour Grey
Certification FCC

Weight & dimensions

Weight 100 g

Sustainability

Sustainability compliance
Sustainability certificates CE
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